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I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the exponentially dependent complexity of the optimum maximum-likelihood (ML)-MUD (or maximum a-posteriori (MAP)-MUD) [1, 2] , since its invention by Verdu in 1983 [3] , researchers in wireless communications have made a lot of efforts in order to find the possible low-complexity MUD algorithms that are capable of achieving near-optimum BER performance. Here, by low-complexity, we mean those MUD algorithms having polynomially dependent, but preferably linearly dependent complexity. So far, a huge number of MUD algorithms have been proposed, as shown, e.g., in [2, [4] [5] [6] and the references there in. However, most MUD algorithms so far proposed either are still too complex to be implemented in practice or achieve much worse BER performance than the ML-MUD [2, [4] [5] [6] .
Towards the above problem, the author of this paper has studied from different perspectives [7] [8] [9] [10] the ML-MUD as well as a range of other MUDs, and a MUD algorithm has been designed, which makes it possible to achieve near-optimum BER performance but with linearly dependent detection complexity [9, 10] . In more detail, in [7] , the statistics of both the MMSE-and ML-MUDs have been studied from various aspects, in order to find the hints for design of high-efficiency and low-complexity MUDs. In the light of the V-BLAST systems [11, 12] , in [8] , a multi-stage (MS)-MMSE MUD and two types of reliability measurement schemes, namely the Type-L and Type-A schemes, have been proposed for multiantenna multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems. Furthermore, the Type-L and Type-A schemes have been analyzed and compared with the well-known Type-γ scheme [11, 12] , which measures the reliabilities based on signal-to-interferenceplus-noise ratio (SINR). Our studies demonstrate that the Type-A scheme converges to the Type-L scheme and both of them converge to the optimum reliability measurement, as the MIMO system becomes larger. By contrast, as the size of a MIMO system increases, the type-γ scheme becomes less and less efficient.
Following [8] , in [9, 10] , the conditions for a SIC-type MUD to attain optimum BER performance have been studied. The concept of receiver multiuser diversity (RMD) has been introduced for explaining the diversity of reliabilities when measured based on the Type-L scheme. The studies show that RMD exists in both additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and fading channels and the reliabilities of different users are usually highly diverse, which are hence beneficial to using the SIC-type MUDs. Therefore, in [9, 10] a so-called RMD/MS-MMSE MUD has been proposed and investigated in the context of both DS-CDMA and SDMA systems. For the DS-CDMA systems, both AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels have been considered, while for the SDMA systems uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channels have been assumed. Furthermore, the BER performance of both the full-load and overload DS-CDMA and SDMA systems has been studied, where full-load means that K of the number of users equals N of the spreading factor of DS-CDMA systems or equals N of the number of receive antennas of SDMA systems, while overload means K > N. Our analysis and performance results show that the RMD/MS-MMSE MUD is a very general and high-efficiency MUD. It is suitable for nearly any communications scenarios experiencing multiuser or multi-symbol interference, it is suitable for detection in either fading or non-fading channels and it is an efficient detector for under-load (K < N), full-load or overload systems. The BER performance achieved by the RMD/MS-MMSE MUD converges to the optimum as the system size increases. Aided by the RMD/MS-MMSE MUD, a full-load DS-CDMA or SDMA system of moderate size is generally capable of achieving the BER performance similar to that of the ML-MUD. Within the BER range of interest, an overload DS-CDMA or SDMA system using the RMD/MS-MMSE MUD to support K = 2N users still significantly outperforms a corresponding DS-CDMA or SDMA system using the conventional MMSE-MUD to support K = N users. Furthermore, the RMD/MS-MMSE MUD's complexity is linearly proportional to K of the number of users supported.
However, the BER performance of the RMD/MS-MMSE MUD has so far only been studied in the context of the binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) baseband modulation [9, 10] . Therefore, based on the insights gained from [9, 10] , in this contribution, we extend our studies to the systems using non-binary I-Q modulations (or M -ary quadrature amplitude modulation (MQAM)). Except the non-binary modulation, here we consider the same scenarios, including DS-CDMA/SDMA, fading/non-fading, full-load/overload, etc., and the same assumptions, such as random spreading for DS-CDMA, uncorrelated fading for SDMA, etc., as that considered in [9, 10] . Furthermore, in this paper, we introduce a novel concept of noise recognition factor (NRF) and explain that an efficient SIC-type MUD should have a NRF of = 1. Based on this observation, finally, a RMD/MS-MMSE MUD having a NRF of = 1 is proposed and studied associated with both DS-CDMA and SDMA systems.
II. MMSE DETECTION AND RELIABILITY MEASUREMENT
The MIMO equation for both DS-CDMA and SDMA systems can be expressed as y y y = H H Hx x x + n n n (1) where y y y and n n n are N -length complex-valued observation vector and noise vector,
the data symbols transmitted by the K users, 
the matrix H H H is normalized to satisfy E[H H H H H H H] = I I I.
Correspondingly, the noise vector n n n is a multivariate complex Gaussian noise vector distributed with zero mean and a covariance matrix E n n nn n n H = 2σ 2 I I IN , where for DS-CDMA σ 2 = 1/(2γ) with γ representing the average signalto-noise ratio (SNR) per symbol, while for SDMA σ 2 = 1/(2Nγ) with γ denoting the average SNR per symbol per receive antenna.
In [13] , an equivalent real-valued MIMO model has been proposed for equalization in V-BLAST systems. Based on the N -length observation vector y y y as seen in (1), an equivalent 2N -length real-valued vector can be formed, which satisfies the MIMO equation
where
When the MMSE-MUD is applied based on (2), the decision variable vector z z z for the K users or, specifically, the decision variable z
where (·) is for (I) or (Q), while W W W and w w w
k optimized in MMSE sense are given by
where R R R k is the autocorrelation matrix of interference-plus-noise expressed as
. According to [4, 14] , z (·) k can be approximated as the Gaussian random variable having the PDF
where σ
, the mean and variance are given by
respectively. In (7),γ
A. Reliability Measurement
According to the studies in [8, 9] , we know that, in order for the RMD/MS-MMSE MUD to achieve the near-optimum error performance, the reliabilities of the K users must be evaluated in an optimum way based on, for example, the MAP principles, so as to minimize the probability of error. In general, let the signal set of a M -ary communication system be given by S = {s0, s1, . . . , sM−1} and let the observation for detection be z. Then, according to the MAP principles, the estimate to the transmit symbol, say x, can be decided asx = arg max
This decision rule results in an error probability of detection [15] pe = 1 − max
where πj, j = 0, . . . , M − 1, are the a-priori probabilities and, from the first to the second equation, we applied f (z) = s j ∈S πjf (z|sj).
Equation (9) explicitly shows that the error probability of detection decreases as the value of the term
increases. In other words, the detection becomes more reliable as the value of L increases. Therefore, the reliability of the detection can be measured based on (10) in the sense of MAP or of minimum symbol error probability. For the conventional MMSE-MUD operated in complex domain, the decision variable for k . In order to understand the philosophy and gain further insight from it, we define a so-called noise recognition factor (NRF) as
where σ k , then, each of these two measurements includes only one noise sample, resulting in a NRF of = 1. Since the reliability measurement having = 1 is capable of revealing the true and real-time reliability of a symbol being detected, we can be implied that it should outperform the other reliability measurements having < 1 in terms of the resultant error performance, when they are invoked in the SIC-type MUDs. Note that, in literature, the reliability for the SIC-type MUDs is usually directly measured by the SINR [11, 16, 17] , or by its modified versions [18] [19] [20] . Since this class of reliability measurements contain an infinite number of noise samples, hence, their NRF is = 0. This explains why the RMD/MS-MMSE MUD, which uses the reliability measurement of = 1, is so efficient that it outperforms the existing MUDs of its kind [4, 11, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Consequently, given the decision variables z
Finally, when applying (6) into (13) and assuming that the transmit symbols obey iid distribution, the reliability for detection of x
From (13) or (14), we can find that computing the kth user's reliability requires to evaluate 2 √ M exponential functions, half for the real part and half for the imaginary part. By contrast, if based on (10), computing the kth user's reliability requires to evaluate M exponential functions. Hence, by detecting x (I) k and x (Q) k separately, we can not only enhance the detection performance but also reduce significantly the detection complexity.
III. RMD/MS-MMSE DETECTION ALGORITHM
The RMD/MS-MMSE MUD considered in this section is similar to that proposed in [9] , where BPSK baseband modulation was assumed. When the I-Q modulation is employed, according to our analysis in Section II, the real and imaginary parts of x1, x2, . . . , xK are detected separately in the principles of SIC, similar to the detection employed in the V-BLAST systems [11, 16, 17] . The RMD/MS-MMSE MUD is divided into 2K detection stages. Each stage detects half a symbol, such as x
k , of a user, which is the most reliable of those having not been detected. The reliabilities are measured according to (14) .
Let y y y (14) , and find the most reliable as
3) Detection of the most reliable: Based on the decision variable z
), detect the corresponding real (or imaginary) symbolx
).
4) Interference cancellation:
y y y
5) Update:
Note that, in (19) , w w w k
to the symbol detected at the (s − 1)th detection stage, P P P (s) is a permutation matrix obtained from I I I2N by deleting the columns corresponding to the symbols having been detected.
For the implementation of the RMD/MS-MMSE MUD as above described, the algorithms, e.g., in [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , proposed for the V-BLAST systems can be modified for the RMD/MS-MMSE MUD. Additionally, for evaluation of the reliabilities, as shown in (14) ,γ (·) k needs to be computed at each iteration for all the undetected symbols. It can be shown thatγ (·) k after the sth detection stage can be expressed in the form of [4] 
for an undetected symbol k. For all the undetected symbols, we havē
where H H H (s) corresponds to the undetected symbols after the sth detection stage, while (A A A) k,k denotes the (k, k)th element of A A A. Based on the above formulas and with the aid of the algorithms proposed in [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , it can be shown that, the complexity of the RMD/MS-MMSE MUD for a given MQAM modulation is on the order of O c1KN + c2N 2 per user, where c1 and c2 are certain constants. Therefore, when given N , the complexity of the RMD/MS-MMSE MUD increases only linearly with K of the number of users supported.
Note again that, in [13] , an real-valued MIMO model has been proposed for equalization in V-BLAST systems. The studies show that, by detecting separately the real and imaginary parts of the transmit symbols, a performance gain can be attained in comparison with the conventional V-BLAST systems [11, 12] , which detect the real and imaginary parts of the transmit symbols simultaneously. However, since the detector in [13] uses a reliability measurement scheme having a NRF of = 0, the performance improvement over the conventional V-BLAST systems is marginal. In comparison with the detection scheme proposed in [13] , our RMD/MS-MMSE MUD uses the reliability measurement with a NRF of = 1. It significantly outperforms the detection scheme proposed in [13] in terms of their achievable error performance.
IV. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
In this section, the BER performance of the SDMA and DS-CDMA systems employing two baseband modulation schemes, namely the QPSK (4QAM) and 16QAM, are evaluated. As in [9] , the SDMA and DS-CDMA systems may be full-load (K = N ) or overload (K > N). The BER performance for the SDMA systems is shown in Fig. 1 for QPSK and Fig. 4 for 16QAM. For the DS-CDMA systems, the BER performance over AWGN channels is depicted in Fig. 2 for QPSK and Fig. 5 for 16QAM, while the BER over flat Rayleigh fading channels is depicted in Fig. 3 for QPSK and Fig. 6 for 16QAM. For the sake of comparison, in Figs. 1 -3 , the single-user BER bound and the BER of the conventional MMSE-MUD for the full-load SDMA or DS-CDMA systems are illustrated. From the BER results shown in Figs. 1-6 , we can derive the following observations.
• First, for the full-load SDMA systems and the full-load DS-CDMA systems communicating over either AWGN or flat Rayleigh fading channels, and for the QPSK modulation scheme, the RMD/MS-MMSE MUD is generally capable of achieving the BER that is very close to the single-user BER bound. This observation becomes more declared when the SNR increases. As seen in Figs. 1 -3 , when the SNR is sufficiently high, the BER of the full-load systems converges to the single-user BER bound.
• Second, when QPSK is considered, the RMD/MS-MMSE MUD is a highly effective detector for the overload SDMA or overload DS-CDMA systems. As the results in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 show, the BER of the RMD/MS-MMSE MUD supporting K = 3N/2 users is still much better than that of the conventional MMSE-MUD supporting K = N users, provided that the SNR per bit is a reasonable value.
• Third, when the constellation size increases from M = 4 to M = 16, the BER performance of the full-load systems moves away from the single-user BER bound. However, as shown in Figs. 4 -6, when the system size increases, as predicted, the BER performance becomes closer to the single-user BER bound.
In conclusion, from the studies in [8] [9] [10] and this paper, we can be convinced that the RMD/MS-MMSE MUD is a highly promising detection scheme. It has low-complexity, can achieve the BER performance close to the optimum and can be applied for nearly any communications scenarios, such as, SDMA, CDMA, or any other MIMO systems experiencing multiuser interference, inter-carrier interference, inter-symbol interference, etc. Furthermore, it is highly effective, when operated in either AWGN or fading environments.
